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6:00 pm - HD Sentinel. Storage devices are
unappreciated workhorses: spinning hard drives and
immobile memory chips reliably and rapidly save and
fetch your data, year after year. Until – uh oh,
something's wrong and where's my data?! The Potomac
Area Technology & Computer Society has a Learn 30
session at their meetings; we’ll watch the HD Sentinel
presentation given during their November meeting. See
below for the discount offer for this nifty program.
www.hdsentinel.com
40% discount from the five-copy lifetime family license
price of $53, or a cost of $32 through December 24
Order your copy of HD Sentinel at https://goo.gl/oj2nkR
Coupon Code XYZZY
7:00 pm – How do you use Cortana? Judy will give a
presentation on Cortana and Privacy as well as 15 Things
You Can Do with Cortana on Windows 10. We’ll also
learn a few tips to protect ourselves from Fake Apps plus
a few apps for both iDevice and Android devices. Please
bring one of your favorite apps to share.

MONITOR AND PROTECT YOUR PRECIOUS DATA
WITH HARD DRIVE SENTINEL
Review by Gabe Goldberg, APCUG Rep,
Potomac Area Technology and Computer
Society; APCUG Advisor, Region 2
ggoldberg (at) apcug.org
Storage devices are unappreciated workhorses: spinning hard drives and immobile
memory chips reliably and rapidly save and fetch your data, year after year. Until -- uh
oh, something's wrong and where's my data?!
I've been running HD Sentinel (HDS -- http://www.harddisksentinel.com/) for about five
months on two computers -- my desktop system and my wife's laptop. It's a powerful
tool for monitoring storage device health, and for learning more about how they work
than you likely imagined possible. While the tool's website focuses on simple hard
drives, HD Sentinel also supports other storage devices: SSDs, SSHD (hybrid drives),
memory cards and thumb drives (where available), tape drives, and RAID controllers.
On both my systems, I've configured it to show icons for each connected hard drive: one
on the laptop and three (one internal, two external) on my system. By default, the icon
shows current disk temperature (with green/orange/red visually indicating status);
mousing over icons displays a summary of disk health and clicking opens the
comprehensive display.
Overview Display
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Temperature Display

HDS can be used for maintaining one's at-a-glance comfort level (I like all my drives
described, "The hard disk status is PERFECT. Problematic or weak sectors were not
found and there are no spin up or data transfer errors. No actions needed.") and for
drilling into drive history (temperature patterns, various sorts of errors, performance
information, and more.
For many years, hard drives have included S.M.A.R.T. technology -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S.M.A.R.T. -- described as "a monitoring system included in
computer hard disk drives (HDDs) and solid-state drives that detects and reports on
various indicators of drive reliability, with the intent of enabling the anticipation of
hardware failures". But annoyingly, most operating systems don't easily make that
information -- and recommendations or warnings -- available. At least twice, based on
such warnings, I've been able to replace drives in the process of failing before any data
was at risk. So, I'm a firm believer in having software running to disclose drive
information while there's time to act on it.
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S.M.A.R.T Display

Information Display
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HDS is developed/maintained/supported by a dedicated developer who's passionate
about his product and brilliant at both tech support and answering questions about
product usage. It's available at a bargain price for lifetime license (no renewal or
subscription costs, free version upgrades) and a worthwhile investment in both
knowledge and comfort.

President’s Corner
Where Have All the Black Friday Shoppers Gone?
By Greg Skalka, President, Under the
Computer Hood UG, CA
December 2016 issue, Drive Light
www.uchug.org / president (at) uchug.org
I love a good bargain, and have always looked forward to Black Friday, the day after
Thanksgiving, when retailers traditionally kick off the Christmas shopping season with
tremendous deals to lure customers to their stores. Over the years, Black Friday sales
have changed and evolved. Once a single day which drove shoppers to camp out in
front of stores to get the best deals, it has mutated into a week or more of less dramatic
price cuts, with less shopping done in the wee hours of the morning in stores and more
done online and with store apps.
I witnessed this trend continue this season. “Black Friday” deals were offered in the
week leading up to Thanksgiving, and seemed to continue through the weekend. Some
continued through the following week, kicked off by “Cyber Monday” online sales. I
found this to be the most pleasant and hassle-free Black Friday ever, with no camping
out, no long lines, no stampeding or unruly customers, and I even got every single
advertised item I was shopping for. A big reason it was so pleasant was a lack of
customers. Even though the newspaper reported good sales numbers for the retailers, I
saw relatively few customers in the stores. This was good for me and the others still
willing to go out Thursday night and Friday morning, but it made me wonder where the
other shoppers had gone. Had they become fed up with the competition and early hours
and stayed home, shopping online instead?
I tried to do more Black Friday shopping online this year, but was largely unsuccessful,
with better results in the stores. Another thing I noticed was that deals seemed to be
less enticing than in years past, with fewer discounted items offered and much less
drastic discounts, at least for the kinds of items I was interested in. This makes me ask,
“Where have all the Black Friday deals gone?”
I once again was out buying for our group, in addition to looking for bargains for myself.
After looking at the Black Friday deals advertised by Fry’s, Best Buy, Walmart, Office
Depot and Staples (once again, their sales ads were available online several days in
advance), I formulated a list of targeted items. Because the deals were spread over
several days, there were some items to buy on Thursday (most stores had online sales
all day and opened their stores in the evening on Thanksgiving), as well as on Friday.
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My list included enough items to fill our prize pot for our group’s December meeting, as
well as a few items I wanted for myself, but overall I felt the number and intensity of the
discounts were down from past years. I can remember bringing home bags of great
deals years ago; this year I only found a few items I wanted to buy for myself. Maybe
some of my lack of interest was that due to my probably having most all the tech stuff I
need already, but it did seem to be light on great deals this year.
This year the First Lady and I hosted Thanksgiving for my family, so we were to serve
dinner for 14 that day. To make my shopping life easier amid dinner preparations, I tried
to buy as many items as possible online. There were two things on my list from Fry’s
that were Thursday sale items, and I was able to easily buy them online Thursday
morning before our guests arrived. I selected in-store pick-up over delivery, as the poor
Fry’s employees would be working until 11 PM that evening, leaving me plenty of time
to pick up my stuff after our turkey-stuffed guests left.
I also tried to purchase a Samsung Chromebook at Walmart online Thursday morning,
but it showed “out of stock” when I went online at 8 AM. This was another indication of
deals being inferior this year, as last year I had two different sources of cheap
Chromebooks to choose from; this year, only Walmart had a bargain. Here I did slip up,
as I later found I could have tried to buy the Chromebook online starting at 12:01 AM
Thursday morning.
Some of our family stayed later than I anticipated, so I didn’t get out to shop Thursday
night until 8 PM, two hours after Walmart opened. My daughter questioned why I was
going out at all, thinking I’d be gone for four hours or more. I feared all the in-store
Chromebooks had been purchased by then, but I figured I had to try, and didn’t think the
crowds would be too bad by that time. When I arrived at the Poway Walmart, the
parking lot was pretty full but I managed to quickly find a space. There were barricades
and a San Diego County Sheriff car parked in front of each of the two store entrances,
but at this point there were no lines. I got into the store with no problems and went to
where I thought the electronics items would be located.
It was obvious I’d missed the rush, as while there were still a fair number of shoppers in
the store, they appeared to be milling around calmly. I looked in the aisle for the door
buster display of the Samsung Chromebooks, but didn’t find any. Thinking I’d missed
out, I asked a nearby salesperson, who said the door buster displays had just been
taken down, and any remaining items put at the end of an aisle rack. She was very
helpful and led me to the place, where I found three Chromebooks remaining. The
check-out line was short, so I was in and out of the store with my prize in about 20
minutes. After picking up my pre-ordered items at Fry’s, I was back home by 9:30 PM.
My remaining purchases, if I were successful in getting them, were to be at Fry’s on
Friday, so I planned to first try to buy them online. Online sales were to start at 5 AM,
while the store did not open until a more civilized 8 AM. I woke up at 5 AM, put on
sweats and hopped on the laptop. I was able to put all five items I was looking for in my
online shopping cart, and with my promo code entered, see the anticipated Black Friday
prices. It all seemed to be going my way. After logging in to my Fry’s online account and
filling in credit card information, I was ready to purchase. When I pressed the “Complete
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Sale” button, however, a screen came up that said something like “Oops - Fry’s online is
having technical difficulties - please try again later.”
After a few seconds, the shopping card screen came back, with all my selected items
still in it. I went through the same check-out process, with the same unfortunate result.
And again. And again. And again. I repeated this until about 5:20 AM, and then decided
to take a shower, dress and get ready, all the while periodically trying the online
purchase again.
Finally, I found the “Complete Purchase” button became grayed out and could no longer
be selected at all. Fry’s obviously was having problems with their web site and was not
making many online sales. By this time, it was 7:20 AM, so I decided to go to the Fry’s
store and try my luck.
When I arrived at the Fry’s San Marcos store, it was 20 minutes before opening, and the
lot was less than 1/4 full. There was a line of people at the entrance, but it didn’t even
reach the corner of the building, so I only had 50 or so shoppers ahead of me.
Employees with stacks of vouchers came down the line, passing them out to those
wanting those “doorbuster” deals. The Fry’s ad had stated that vouchers would be
handed out starting at 6 AM, but at this late time it seemed there were lots more
vouchers than takers. One poor employee kept looking to hand out vouchers for 4K
TVs, but found little interest. I asked about the only doorbuster item on my list, a 2 TB
USB3 hard drive, but he said that was a different department, and those employees
would be out again with the vouchers soon. At this point the store’s doors were opening,
so we all walked calmly in and I immediately headed to where those drives would be.
When I got to the components department, I found a table full of those drives (about a
hundred). I asked an employee if I needed a voucher to check out, and they said no,
just take one. I quickly found all the items on my list and a few more. The check-out line
was very short, so I was home again with all my loot by around 9:30 AM.
Once again, I came away with a good assortment of prizes for our group’s holiday
meeting, plus a few good deals for me. It was a mixed shopping experience, however.
Although it was a more satisfying experience than in years past in that I got every item I
was looking for, I did find that the deals were not as abundant as I remember. I guess I’ll
have to check out what is available on Cyber Monday (before or after work, of course),
and will have to hope Fry’s fixes their web site problems before then.

Lessons in Rental Car Privacy
By Geof Goodrum, Potomac Area Technology and Computer Society
November 2016 Issue, PATACS Posts
www.patacs.org / Director1 (at) patacs.org
Have you used a GPS navigation unit or a hands-free phone Bluetooth connection in a
rental vehicle? If so, did you remember to clear your information from the vehicle before
you returned the car? It’s not terribly surprising that many people don’t.
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Below are a couple of photos that I took of the video panel from a relatively new (6,500
miles) Toyota Corolla rental. The first shows a list of phones that previous drivers paired
with the car’s built-in Bluetooth feature. The second photo shows an example from one
of the listed phones, giving the owner’s phone number and the unique device address of
the phone (partially blurred to protect the guilty). The car’s system also keeps the call
history, and I have seen complete contact lists stored on some vehicles.
GPS navigation units, built-in and portable, also keep a history of locations searched for
and visited. Very convenient, but probably not information you want to share with the
next renter of the vehicle.
Wouldn’t it be entertaining to give a previous renter a call and have a chat with them
about places they went and people they know? How would you like to get that call from
a complete stranger?
If you use these features, take some time to clear the system memory when you return
the vehicle. The rental company is not going to do this for you. In the case of the Toyota
Corolla that I rented, I removed individual phones from the phone list, but also found
and used a system reset option to remove all private data from the system (which also
removed the preset radio settings).
Don’t forget that this also applies to any other vehicle that you use, such as a personal
vehicle you borrow, lend, trade-in or sell.
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Are You a Smart Online Shopper?
By Bob Rankin, Ask Bob Rankin
www.askbobrankin.com / bob (at) rankin.org
Shopping online for
Christmas, Hanukkah (or any
time of year) is easy and
convenient, but when you use
the right tools, you can also
save a lot of cash. Here are
some money-saving tips for
the smart online shopper...
Wish list? Check. Credit card? Check. Okay, before you head off to your favorite online
store, are you sure you’ve found the best possible price for the item you’re planning to
buy? Have you researched other brands or similar items?
Have you searched for coupons or other discount offers? Are you getting free shipping
whenever possible? And are you taking advantage of the power of group buying, and
the wisdom of the crowd?
Use my ten simple shopping tips to make sure you’re getting the best deal when you
shop online...
TIP #1: Look for rebates and rewards BEFORE you shop. Loyalty programs such as
Ebates offer shoppers rebates and other incentives to purchase from stores where they
already shop. Ebates offers up to 25% in cash rebates when you shop online at popular
stores like Amazon, Best Buy, JCPenney, Kohls, Macy's, Old Navy, Target and 1000
more. Even better, Ebates will pay you $75 when you refer 3 friends via their Tell-AFriend promotion.
TIP #2: Use price-comparison sites to find the best deals.
Google Shopping is a good place to start. Just type in what you’re seeking, such as
"42-inch HDTV" or "cordless drills" and up pops an assortment of vendors. The initial
results are displayed sorted by "relevancy" but I recommend that you re-sort them by
price from low to high.
Bizrate.com is another good tool. It can display prices including shipping to your Zip
code, or even limit your search to items that ship for free.
Pricegrabber.com lets you save interesting items as you shop for comparison to
others.
Pricewatch.com was one of the first price comparison sites, specializing in computers
and electronics since 1995. They now list non-tech items as well.
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TIP #3: Before you buy, look for coupons that can reduce your final price.
RetailMeNot has thousands of digital coupons and discount codes from many wellknown and obscure online sellers. A little-known trick is to use Google’s search function
to find coupon codes buried on blog pages. Just use "coupon" and the name of the
brand, merchant, or product that you are seeking as your search term.
TIP #4: An Amazon Prime membership may save you money. If you use
Amazon.com frequently, that $99 flat fee gets you unlimited free, 2-day shipping on
products delivered by Amazon. If you haven’t been to Amazon lately, it’s no longer just
a bookstore. Amazon also offers music, movies, electronics, home & garden, health &
beauty, toys, clothing shoes & jewelry, sporting and outdoor goods -- just to name a few
categories. Also, take note of the prices offered by Amazon affiliates on both new and
used items; they are sometimes lower than Amazon’s price. Amazon is also a great
shopping research tool. After searching for the item (or type of item) you’re after,
Amazon will help you compare brands, prices, and retailers. You can also see what
items and accessories other customers bought.
TIP #5: Patience Pays Off. Speaking of Amazon, here's a cool tip to save money when
shopping online: CamelCamelCamel is an Amazon price tracking, research, and alert
service that helps users get the best deals on the e-commerce giant. If you don't need
to buy right away, this tool can alert you to price drops for items you're watching.
TIP #6: Don’t forget eBay, especially if the item you seek is a staple rather than a fad
of the moment. Because it's an auction site, the price you pay items (both new and
used) tend to be very reasonable. And if you prefer to skip the drama of a bidding war,
look for an item with a "Buy it Now" option. Oh, and here are two eBay Ninja trick that’ll
save you money every time. First, start your search at the eBay home page. When you
get the list of matching items, refine your search by checking the "Completed listings"
box under the "Show Only" header This will tell you what the item has actually sold for
in recent eBay sales or auctions. And second, use BidRobot to boost your chances of
winning the auction.
TIP #7: Take advantage of group buying power. Group-buying services such as
Groupon, LivingSocial are geared mainly towards local, face-to-face merchants. But
Groupon has inspired a slew of "daily deal" offers from many online sellers, too.
Subscribe to email lists to receive special limited time offers from your favorite stores.
TIP #8: Use social networking to your advantage. Many online sellers want you to
follow, friend or "like" them on Twitter and Facebook. If you do, you’ll gain access to
coupon codes and special offers. If you find you're getting too many messages from
these merchants, you can unfollow or unfriend to stop the flow after you’ve made your
purchase.
TIP #9: Got gift cards? Gift cards are a great option when you don't know exactly what
to get for someone on your Christmas list. My friend Aaron and his team have created
GiftCard Zen, a site where you can buy gift cards at a discount. You can also sell your
unwanted gift cards for cash, or check the balance of a gift card you have. GiftCard Zen
handles gift cards from hundreds of popular stores. It's a win-win scenario!
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TIP #10: Skip the Warranty. Are you giving a mobile phone, tablet, computer or TV?
Read SCAM ALERT: Mobile Device Insurance and Extended Warranties to find out why
these are almost always a waste of money.
TIP #11: Avoid Penny Auctions. Have you seen those commercials where people
brag about how they bought a $1200 HDTV for $25? See my article Penny Auctions:
Scam or Legit? to see why these sites are to be avoided.
TIP #12: The Wisdom of Others. It's smart to take advantage of the experience of
others, especially when it comes to considering big-ticket purchases. Sites like Amazon
and Epinions offer actual consumer experiences and reviews of products. Consumer
Reports and PC Magazine are good places to look for professional ratings and reviews.
BONUS TIP: Shop on Mobile (or fake it) Researchers at Northeastern University found
that shopping online with your smartphone may yield a lower price than shopping from a
desktop computer. I tried a few hotel searches myself, and found that prices were about
10% lower when I did the exact same search on my phone. So I had an idea… I
wondered if changing the UserAgent on my desktop browser would fool these sites into
giving me the "mobile discount." And it seems to work. I checked the price for one night
at a hotel in Orlando using Chrome on desktop: $145. After changing my UserAgent
string to make my desktop browser identify as an iPad, the price showed as $131.
Reader’s Comments:
As well as finding the best price sometimes the online stores you use are affiliated with
airlines to reward you with extra miles for purchasing through their site. For example, I
use Newegg.com and Backcountry.com which I access through the American Airlines
shopping site (https://www.aadvantageeshopping.com/). You can earn bonus miles per
dollar spent IN ADDITION to any miles earned by your credit card. I believe most of the
major airlines have similar shopping sites.
Don’t forget to ask if there is a Senior Discount!
YouTube is a great source of product reviews.
I always comparison shop at several outlets and I often use Amazon Prime, because
unlike what many say the total price with shipping is frequently lower or very little more
for the free 2-day shipping and many of the places that might be a couple of bucks
lower don't seem to care how long it takes them to fill your order and get it in the mail.
Of course, there are exceptions and if I can afford to wait I will take advantage of those
deals. I have also been taking advantage of the Honey Chrome addon for Amazon that
tells you if there is a lower price on the same item.
As you said in tip #10, smart phone insurance is almost always a waste of money. But,
some homeowners/renter’s insurance policies have a rider available that is cheap. I pay
$18/year (not per phone, total) which gives me $5000 coverage on my computers and
smart phones with a $50 deductible. This is all risk coverage (lost, stolen, falls in the
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toilet, etc.) although they can deny coverage if it is negligence (i.e., I throw it at
someone).
Inasmuch as one has to use a credit card in order to make a purchase online, I find it
best to use a virtual credit card. My Visa from BankAmerica calls their virtual card
"ShopSafe" with a link by that name. Enter the CVC code from the back and the
spending limit and you are provided with a one-time use credit card number with which
to make your purchase. My MasterCard from AT&T Universal Card has a link to get a
virtual card; same principle although there is no spending limit nor CVC number. Virtual
cards expire in a month or two, and nobody else can use them. Totally safe. I would
probably wager that lots of other cards also offer someone similar.

Food delivery robots take to the streets
Your daily round-up of some of the other security stories in the
news - December 2, 2016
https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/
by Kate Bevan
Kate is the editor of Naked Security. She's been writing and talking about technology
and security for more years than she cares to count.
One hungry Londoner got a
bit more than she bargained
for earlier this week when her
falafel and lamb cutlets were
delivered via Just Eat from a
local Turkish restaurant not by
a motorbike courier, but by a
six-wheeled robot.
Just Eat, the home delivery
service, has been running
trials since July of the delivery
robots, developed by Starship
Technologies, which was set
up by two co-founders of Skype, but the felafel delivery, to an address in south-east
London, was the first real-life delivery.
But hang on. How secure is your takeaway if it’s trundling around the streets in a robot
delivery vehicle?
Just Eat is keen to stress that only the customer can unlock the delivery robot via a link
sent to their mobile phone, and adds that the robot is tracked by humans via GPS “to
the nearest inch”, as well as being equipped with alarms so that “it’s not the kind of thing
that would be very useful if stolen”. It’s a whole new meaning for “meals on wheels”.
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All About Streaming
By Pam Holland, CEO, TechMoxie
November 2016 issue, MoxieBytes
www.tech-moxie.com
Pam (at) tech-moxie.com
Looking to detox from election news or just looking for more interesting content?
Streaming is a great way to be in control of the what, where and when of what you view.
What is ‘streaming’?
It is easiest to start with traditional TV viewing. There are two options: Cable or a digital
antenna to pick up VHF or UHF channels. Streaming, on the other hand, is done via the
Internet - the same service that brings you email, google, and access to websites.
Why is it called streaming? Because it flows to our devices much like water streams
through our pipes. Due to variations in the speed with which data comes over the
internet, a little extra is stored (“buffered”) as we watch so that we see a steady stream
of video. Otherwise what we are watching would start and stop with annoying
frequency. Plus, the content is not downloaded and stored on our devices - it streams
through and out.
You can stream content simply by going to your computer. Go to PBS or YouTube on
the web and click a video - this is streaming. But sitting in front of a computer isn't
terribly cozy.
Streaming from a TV - what equipment do I need?
Streaming can be done from any device that has an internet connection. Your
computer, a tablet or a smartphone can easily stream video content. TVs can stream
video if they are internet enabled. (“Smart TVs” are internet-ready). Older (non-smart)
TVs can easily be connected to the internet by attaching a relatively inexpensive device
such as a Roku, Amazon Fire Stick, Google Chromecast or Apple TV (most available
for under $50). Roku device
Newer Smart TVs connect to the internet wirelessly over Wi-Fi, which is great if your TV
isn’t near your internet router. Older Smart TVs might need to be plugged into your
cable modem - much like computers needed to be wired before Wi-Fi. If you have an
older Smart TV, you might want to consider purchasing a Roku-type device which will
allow you to connect the TV to the internet to wirelessly.
As Roku-type devices all connect to the internet wirelessly, you will need Wi-Fi. Newer
modems include Wi-Fi capability. If you don't have a Wi-Fi modem, you can get one
from your internet provider or an electronics store.
How to get content?
There are many sources for great streaming content. Some are free, but many involve a
monthly subscription such as Netflix or Amazon Prime. We think it easiest to set up
these accounts using a computer. Once your TV is set up for streaming, you can access
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your subscriptions by turning on your TV and Roku-type device or accessing the Smart
TV functions. Roku, for example, will display a menu of available subscription services.
Click on the service you subscribe to (e.g., Netflix) and you will be prompted to enter
your user name and password. (Happily, you do not need to enter these passwords
each time you watch!)
If you have cable TV, consider subscriptions that will supplement what you have on
cable such as Netflix and Amazon Prime. For those who don’t have cable TV (or want to
eliminate it), consider a subscription to SlingTV which offers packages starting at $20
that include cable news, sports channels and other cable channels such as Comedy
Central. Even HBO and Showtime can now be purchased a la carte via a monthly
subscription.
One of the great advantages of these subscription services is that you can access them
from any internet device. I often start watching a Netflix program on my computer and
then continue later that evening from my TV. Netflix automatically saves where I left off.
What about “cutting the cord”?
Most of the cable companies bundle services (e.g., the Comcast's Triple Play) making
your telephone and internet more expensive if you don't opt for the bundle. Cutting the
cord is best for those who are willing to eliminate their telephone (landline) service as
well. Doing a careful cost comparison is necessary. But, if you pay for premium content
via cable, you might do better to stream that content rather than pay for expensive cable
upgrade packages. One huge advantage of streaming is that subscriptions are monthto-month and therefore can be cancelled and restarted at any time.

Windows 10 Tip
Disabling a Touchpad in Windows 10
By Leti Labell, Potomac Area Technology and Computer Society
September 2016 issue, PATACS Posts
www.patacs.org / editor (at) patacs.org
You can disable your laptop’s mouse touchpad whenever
you have an external mouse connected to your computer.
Select “Settings” under the Start Menu, then select “Devices
(Bluetooth, printers, mouse)”. Click on “Mouse & touchpad.”
Scroll down, and you will see “Leave touchpad on when a
mouse is connected.” Click to turn this option OFF.
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iPhone Tip
Moving a Photo Attached to a Text Message to Photo Storage on
Your iPhone
Open Message – If you aren’t already in the message containing the photograph you’d
like to save, you’ll want to tap on the “Messages” app to open it and then choose the
message which holds your picture.
Open the Photo – Tap on the photo you wish to save.
Open Options – In the lower left corner, you’ll see a box with an arrow in it. Tap on this
box to open up the options.
Save Photo – You can now tap on the “Save Image” icon to save the picture to your
iPhone.
Additionally, you can choose other options, as well:






Tapping the “Mail” icon allows you to send this image to someone without having
to save it to your phone.
Tapping the “Twitter” icon will allow you to Tweet the photo without first saving it.
Additionally, tapping the Facebook icon lets you post it to your Facebook
timeline.
Choosing the “Assign to Contact” option lets you save this snapshot as the
default icon for one of your contacts.
Tapping the “Print” option allows you to send the picture to a wireless printing
device IF one is already available.
The “Copy” function allows you to copy the picture to a “clipboard” which then
lets you paste it directly into a new text message to someone else if you’d like to.

Back To The Future: Vinyl Sales Overtake Downloads
By Cynthia, WorldStart
December 12, 2016
http://bit.ly/2holyXG
Everything old is new again. Vinyl records have been making a huge
comeback with younger people. How big? Vinyl album sales in the
U.K. have overtaken digital download revenue for the first time since
digital downloads began. Around 3 million dollars-worth of vinyl
albums were sold last week, compared to 2.6 million in digital
downloads.
Albums are expensive compared to digital downloads. These days vinyl is perceived as
something of a luxury item. Collectible editions of albums can cost over $100.
That doesn’t mean that digital songs are falling out of favor. Increasingly, younger users
are switching to streaming services instead of purchasing the downloads individually.
Still, it’s an impressive comeback for a medium that was declared dead with the advent
of the CDs back in in the 1980s.
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The Meeting that Was...November
By Judy
We had quite a lively discussion on the Everyday Technology Skills Every Boomer
Should Have. Attendees had a lot of suggestions how to accomplish those skills and/or
how they accomplish the tasks. Denny Fuerst shared he has started using the Sam’s
Club Scan & GO® checkout app that lets him scan the barcode on the items he is
buying and shows the digital receipt at the exit. He doesn’t need to stand in line to
check since, of course, he also pays via his phone. He’s hoping COSTCO soon offers
the same type of service.
Judy’s Uber presentation was followed by a talk by Mark Thomas on his experiences as
an Uber driver. Fun times, strange happenings, and more. We really learned a lot.
Attendees received the information Mark shared that wasn’t in the presentation.
We didn’t have time for the Geeks on Tour photo video nor the Diskeeper demo. We’ll
do those another time.
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And, the Winners were:
Agnes Chaney, charger and16pen/stylus
John Metcalf, 10” tablet case/stylus

2016/2017 SCV CC OFFICERS
President
Judy Taylour
scvcomputerclub(at)gmail.com

Information Line

661.513.4612

Snail Mail

18727 Nadal Street
Santa Clarita, CA 91351

General Meeting

2nd Wednesday / month
SCV Senior Center
22900 Market Street
Newhall CA 91321

Membership Application
(Please Print)
_____________________________________
Name
____________________________________
Address
_____________________________________
City/State/Zip
_____________________________________
Home Phone

Membership Benefits
Around Town
Lefty.tech
aka Mark Thomas Computer Support
26117 Rainbow Glen Drive
Newhall 91321
661.250.7440 / Lefty@Lefty.Tech
65+ = $10 discount on Onsite support
In-your-house support also available
Rogers System Specialist
HAS MOVED
(Various Discounts)
24621 Arch St. Newhall CA 91321
Turn on 13th street off Railroad
800.366.0579
Give Judy’s telephone number for the
discount 661.252.8852

_____________________________________
E-mail
_____________________________________
Areas of Interest

Level of computer skills (please circle)
Novice

Average

Expert

Mail to: SCV CC, 18727 Nadal Street, Canyon
Country CA 91351
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The information appearing in this newsletter is distributed solely for use by SCV
Computer Club members. Permission is enthusiastically granted to reprint all or any part
by similar non-commercial publications provided credit is given to the author of the
article and the DATALINE.
The publication of information in this newsletter constitutes no guarantee of accuracy
and its use by readers is discretionary. All opinions expressed are those of the authors
and not necessarily those of the SCV Computer Club.
The SCV Computer Club is dedicated to supporting the needs of its
members and to the exchange of information about computers,
peripherals, services, hardware and software through meetings, its
web page, and the distribution of this newsletter.
The SCV Computer Club is a member of SCRUGS and APCUG
(Southern California Regional User Group Summit)
(Association of Personal Computer User Groups)
Annual membership Dues
Annual Family
Senior (55)
Senior Family (55)
Student Membership

$30.00
$54.00
$27.00
$48.00
$25.00

Contact Judy for Discount Info

35% Discount

One free class / member
See Judy for Free Voucher #
40% Discount

40% Discount

35% Discount

30%
Discount
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eBooks – 50% discount
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